Term Protection Plus

Minimize the expense of everyday wear.
A comprehensive solution for everyday wear.

Your vehicle warranty may help in providing assurance against mechanical breakdown. However, parts or labor for repairs and service resulting from everyday wear may not be covered.

Luckily, the Power Protect Term Protection Plus product provides comprehensive coverage for many of the components that most commonly wear out over time, with no additional out-of-pocket costs.

Covered components

- **Brake pads**
  Covers one replacement set of front and rear pads/shoes during the term of your contract

- **Battery**
  Covers one replacement battery during the term of your contract

- **Headlamps**
  Covers unlimited replacement of headlamps, other than those damaged in an impact

- **Belts and hoses**
  Covers unlimited replacement of engine belts and hoses

- **Windshield wiper blades**
  Covers one replacement set of wiper blades and/or inserts

- **Fuses and bulbs**
  Covers unlimited replacement of fuses and light bulbs, other than those damaged due to a collision

- **Wheel alignment**
  Covers one wheel alignment during the term of your contract

- **Diagnostics and fluid replacement**
  Included on all covered repairs

Low payments, $0 deductible

- **Zero deductible** so you pay nothing on covered repairs
- **Monthly payment option** if you include the product price with your auto financing

Additional benefits

- Coverage options for up to four years or 60,000 miles
- Service available at all participating Power Protect dealers
- Rental car reimbursement up to $35 per day for up to 10 days if required
- Trip interruption coverage up to $200 per day for up to 5 days if required
- Transferable coverage may add to your car value if you sell your vehicle to a private party

Coverage exclusions may apply:

- Mechanical breakdowns covered by your vehicle’s manufacturer’s warranty
- Mechanical breakdowns caused by accident, collision, vandalism or weather related conditions
- Mechanical breakdowns caused by lack of maintenance or preexisting conditions

---

1 Due to a covered Mechanical Breakdown.
2 Additional exclusions may apply. Please see your Service Contract for specific coverage details, including limitations and exclusions.
We offer our customers exceptional benefits that enhance the driving experience. For more information, see your participating Power Protect dealer or visit:

Power-Protect.com

Have questions?

Contact the Power Protect Customer Service team

800-689-0047